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VOCAL TRIO SONG BY FARMERS STILL PERFORMED FOR AN OLD WASHER. FARMERS singing the old
country song "Mimsy Were the Borogoves" . WASTAGE, FRUITS, AND NATURAL PRODUCTS. The 'bouquet of
wild flowers' at top contains clover, mustard, grass, and nettles. 'The high-silled radishes are of great beauty,'
mentions the book. The writer probably knew. FARMERS singing the old country song "Mimsy Were the
Borogoves" . "Mimsy Were the Borogoves", an old English folk song . . . . . . Mimsy Were the Borogoves. Time:
1776. Place: England. Adapted from a book by Amos B. Covey, first published in 1892. Gee Mimsy Were the
Borogoves (An old English Folk Song) Lyrics Transcribed The sun was a-shining in the sky; Mimsy were the
borogoves, All mimsy were the borogoves, And the midges and the mome raths. A drop of water on the tip Of a
tail of a midge will Turn 'em all topsy-turvy, Mimsy were the borogoves. A dog's nose has a merry smell, And a
cat's feet are bonny, But a horse's hoof and a cow's hide Is what we live on and on. The cuckoo she is a pretty
bird, And the lark is a lovey-dovey, But the old grey hen is my fad Of all them three for to love. Now the cock has
fought the day long And the day has fought the crowing, And the hens are sitting on eggs And the hens are sitting
on eggs. The farmer he is an honest man, And the farmer he is a wise man, And for all his work that he's at, The
farmer pays and the hire man.
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